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Abstract

An increasing number of structured knowledge bases have become available on the Web, enabling many new forms of analyses and applications. However, the fact that the data is being published by different parties with different vocabularies and ontologies means that there is a high level of heterogeneity and no common schema. This paper presents Klint, a web-based system that automatically creates mappings to transform knowledge as provided by the sources into data that conforms to a large unified schema. The user can review and edit the mappings with a streamlined interface. In this way, Klint allows for human-level accuracy with minimum human effort.

1 Introduction

The Web of Data includes a rich and increasing amount of structured knowledge bases and has enabled many new applications and forms of analyses. Such knowledge bases usually offer their data in a format based on subject-predicate-object triples, such as RDF. Yet, knowledge bases model information in different ways, so querying them jointly is a daunting task. The reason is that, in order to capture all relevant knowledge, a structured query will have to consist of a disjunction of all possible semantic patterns occurring in the myriad of heterogeneous vocabularies used in the data.

Automatic data integration would solve this challenge, but is often an AI-hard problem, especially since many applications require knowledge with a precision of 90% or higher. Moreover, existing work in this area has mostly focused on connecting entries via binary properties such as owl:sameAs [Rouces et al., 2015]. In this paper, we present Klint (Knowledge integrator), a Web-based system enabling semi-automatic schema integration. Given one or more existing RDF ontologies, Klint generates tentative integration rules for these ontologies representing mappings into a unified schema. For this unified schema, Klint relies on FrameBase [Rouces et al., 2015], a wide-coverage, highly expressive and extensible schema that can be used to represent and integrate [Rouces et al., 2016] a wide range of knowledge from many sources in a homogeneous and seamless way. Simultaneously, Klint offers an agile and simple interface that enables the user to inspect and adapt the tentative integration rules, achieving the desired balance between precision and scalability.

2 Assisted Schema Integration

Klint allows a user to integrate one or more entire knowledge bases (KBs) into FrameBase with minimum effort. Input KBs can be loaded from an RDF file or a SPARQL endpoint. Other structured data formats can also be used after pre-processing with a suitable RDF converter.2

Integration Heuristics. Klint automatically creates complex integration rules for each element in the source schema, using integration algorithms based on linguistic annotations in FrameBase [Rouces et al., 2016], extended with support vector machine learning from a labeled training set.

Interface. Each integration rule is represented as a graph in the right pane of Klint’s graphical interface (Figure 1). Users can navigate across different integration rules with the buttons at the top bar, making modifications in a given graph if necessary. Variable nodes (presented in red) represent universally quantified variables over entities. They bind the pattern from the source KB to the integrated FrameBase pattern. The remaining nodes are classified according to the entity type they represent.

- **Source nodes** (green) represent resources from the source KB and connect two variable nodes.
- **FrameBase nodes** (blue) represent FrameBase resources and also connect variable nodes. They provide same information but are structurally different [Rouces et al., 2015].
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the translation of the source pattern to FrameBase.

- **Auxiliary nodes** (gray) represent resources from third-party KBs, usually representing common idioms or very specific entities.

The nodes are connected via directed edges representing triples. Since an RDF triple involves three resources, each triple is represented by two successive edges, one from the subject to the predicate and another from the predicate to the object.

Both edges and nodes can be added, deleted, and edited. When a node is selected, the node is highlighted and the left panel is activated, where the user can change its name and unique identifier (in RDF, this is an Internationalized Resource Identifier).

**Automatic Suggestions.** When selecting a FrameBase node from an automatically created integration rule, Klint provides the user with an ordered list of alternative suggestions for its value in the left pane. If users still do not find an appropriate choice in the list, they can use the search box to conduct a custom search. This search re-uses the algorithm of the integration engine [Rouces et al., 2016], but allows free input.

When a new FrameBase node is created, its identifier is originally unspecified. In this case, custom search can also be used, but if the node is connected to others, Klint will also try to use the integration engine to suggest possible values automatically.

When an element from the candidate list on the left is chosen, and this element is a class, then associated FrameBase predicates are added as well, connected via subject-predicate edges. Users can complete the ones they consider relevant by connecting the predicate nodes with object nodes via new edges.

3 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented Klint, a web-based framework that allows users to supervise the automatic integration of heterogeneous knowledge bases by providing a user-friendly graph-based interface that enables reviewing and curating complex integration rules produced by state-of-the-art integration algorithms.
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